FOREWORD:
LAWYERS AND SOCIAL CHANGE IN
AMERICAN LEGAL HISTORY

Alfred L. Brophy*

The articles in this Symposium address a progressive topic: the ways that lawyers and jurists promote legal and social change. They address this phenomenon from the perspectives of history—most frequently through studies of individual lawyers like Steven Lubet’s abolitionist lawyers, Thurgood Marshall as presented by Judge U.W. Clemon and Bryan Fair, and Jennifer Levison’s self-taught legal advocate, Elizabeth Parsons Ware Packard. Brian Landsberg’s case study of civil rights litigation in Sumter County, Alabama, examines the influence of multiple lawyers working at the Department of Justice with a common purpose—ensuring the rights of African-Americans to participate in the democratic process. Some of the articles also approach the topic of civil disobedience from the perspective of professional responsibility scholarship and from theoretical speculation, such as Tim Terrell’s examination of the duties owed by attorneys today, and to whom those duties are owed; and Christopher Bracey’s brilliant sociological study of the jazz-like behavior of jurists.

All of the articles share a reverence for the ways that lawyers and jurists might make (and remake) the law. Some of them are case studies in how that process happens; others look to the complex issues that limit or inhibit change. They are important reminders of the contributions that lawyers make to changing law and that there has been—throughout American history—a radical tradition in American jurisprudence.¹ From the first settlers in colonial America, some have used law to achieve radical results. One is

---

* Professor of Law, The University of Alabama School of Law. I would like to thank Adam P. Plant for the invitation to write this Foreword and for discussing the ideas contained in this Symposium with me. I have benefited from comments by John Dzienkowski, Mary Sarah Bilder, Carol Rice Andrews, Daniel M. Filler, Eric J. Miller, and Barbara Thompson, as well as an audience at the Ralph Ellison Library in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, where I presented some of these ideas in February 2003.

reminded of the Quakers in colonial Pennsylvania, for instance, who sought to limit civil suits and looked to government to provide security against religious intollerance, which had caused both destructive wars and harsh criminal punishment, including forfeiture of property for religious dissent. An important theme in the Revolutionary era was the reform of English law through the elimination of vestiges of feudalism, such as fee tail and primogeniture. One may perceive the overarching agenda of the Enlightenment as the elimination of monarchy and aristocracy. America's endorsement of that agenda was expressed (even if only temporarily) through the Declaration of Independence, which was—as Peter Hoffer reminds us—written by a lawyer following the form of an appeal to a court of equity.

Yet, "the lawyer as agent of social change," to paraphrase Elizabeth Eisenstein, is not the dominant theme of American legal history. More common are the themes, explored frequently in nineteenth century literature, of the lawyer as impediment to social change and the law as impedi-


One could repeat Katz's study around the theme of inheritance in the antebellum era. The result would likely show key differences in attitudes toward inheritance. In cases of devises of slaves as property, for instance, one finds significant emphasis on the right to dispose of property as one pleases unless the owner wanted to end slavery, in which case there were significant restrictions on the right to dispose of property in some states. See, e.g., Smithwick v. Evans, 24 Ga. 461 (Ga. 1858) (construing a will as inconsistent with Georgia's manumission legislation); Spencer v. Dennis, 8 Gill 314 (Md. 1849) (allowing the legislature to eliminate entirely the power of manumission and permitting the legislature to prescribe modes of emancipation). Mississippi, for instance, prohibited emancipations by will; after an attempted manumission, the slaves would descend according to intestate succession. See Read v. Manning, 30 Miss. 308 (Miss. 1855). South Carolina even applied an act prohibiting emancipation retroactively to a will of a person who died before the act was passed. Gordon v. Blackman, 1 Rich. Eq. 61 (S.C. App. Eq. 1849). When the emancipation was set aside, it frequently benefited the testator's relatives. See, e.g., Pendleton v. Blount, 21 N.C. 491 (N.C. 1837). Creative attempts to avoid sale of families for debt also failed. See Lea v. Brown, 56 N.C. 141 (N.C. 1857). Courts were more willing to uphold emancipation if the slaves were freed outside the state. See, e.g., Cameron v. Comm'r's of Raleigh, 36 N.C. 436 (N.C. 1857); Roberson's Heirs v. Roberson's Exrs., 21 Ala. 273 (Ala. 1852); Pendleton v. Blount, 21 N.C. 491 (N.C. 1837). Such cases illustrate the law's careful guarding of the community's interest in property. See generally William J. Novak, The People's Welfare: Law and Regulation in Nineteenth-Century America (1996). In cases of slaves freed by will in the Deep South, as in so many other cases of wills law, when testators' intents differed from the accepted notions of proper disposition, courts were willing to intervene and alter dispositions. Cf. Ray D. Madoff, Unmasking Undue Influence, 81 Minn. L. Rev. 571 (1997) (discussing ways that findings of undue influence are affected by testators' dispositions). What may be different about the antebellum wills cases is the way that judges forthrightly address the conflict between testators' intents and state policy regarding manumission of slaves by will. And still, wills law made no effort to break up the larger slave estates. So the concern for equal distribution of property, which led to the demise of fee tail, vanished. In its place, we had a concern for preservation of property in the form of slavery, which Southerners viewed as a keystone of society. See Alexander, supra, at 211-40.


ment to justice. So we have James Fenimore Cooper’s tales of the naïve woodsman who does justice, even as technology and “law” infringe on his domain. Perry Miller referred to this genre in *The Life of the Mind in America* as “nature versus law.”

More recently, Robert Ferguson has further explored the complexities in nineteenth century literature. Much of the early nineteenth century literature produced by lawyers explored the theme of how law brought discipline to American society—and tamed it. So even as some explored the injustice brought about by the rule of law, such as the ways in which it brought power to Federalists, powerful interests celebrated the role that law, and more specifically lawyers, played in regulating America. Ralph Ellison explored that theme—the connections between Federalism and hierarchy in the years after the Revolution and the decline of Enlightenment ideas—in his 1976 essay, *Perspective of Literature.* Then Ellison explored the conflict between our mythical conception of history—that the Declaration of Independence made us free and equal—and reality, which was much more complex. Ellison found that, “Social order is arduous, and power filters down to the lower levels of society only under constant pressure.”

Given the Federalists’ control of the government after the Revolution, it was not surprising that, “As a new hierarchy began to function, those at its top were in a better position to take advantage of these newfound benefits, while those at the bottom were hardly better off than they had been under the Crown.”

We know far too little about the legal profession in the early nineteenth century, but the available evidence points to a profession that conceived of

---


7. Perry Miller, *The Life of the Mind in America: From the Revolution to the Civil War* 101-03 (1965). Perry Miller’s book relies largely upon Whig-dominated sources; college orations, opinions from Whig justices, and Whig periodicals like the *North American Review* and the *American Jurist.* Miller paid less attention to those within the legal profession who held dissenting views. Some outside who critiqued legal thought—like John Brooke, whose lecture at Kenyon College distinguished legal and religious thought—illustrate the divergence of legal and religious thought. See John T. Brooke, *The Legal Profession: Its Moral Nature, and Practical Connection with Civil Society* (Cincinnati, H.W. Derby 1849). They do not, however, show a tradition of radical legal thought. Thus, we do not see the rich history of opposition thought like Steven Lubet’s abolitionist lawyers. Nor, even, Thoreau’s disobedience. See Henry David Thoreau, *Resistance to Civil Government* *Civil Disobedience, in Civil Disobedience and Other Essays* 1 (Dover Publishing 1993) (1906). One of the many surprising elements of Miller’s book, which is about romanticism in America, is his limited treatment of Transcendentalists’ influence on law. See Alfred L. Brophy, Perry Miller’s Sources for *Life of the Mind in America* and the Trajectory of American Legal History (Mar. 1, 2003) (unpublished manuscript, on file with author).


10. *Id.* at 776.

11. *Id.* at 774. Legal historians have explored the mechanism by which Federalist political ideology affected federal courts. See Polly J. Price, *Precedent and Judicial Power After the Founding*, 42 B.C. L. REV. 81 (2000).
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itself as a protector of American society against the incursion of radicalism. The Whig-dominated legal profession established legal periodicals, case reporters, and treatises as vehicles for raising the intellectual caliber of the profession. It aimed to make law into an elegant, understandable science. That professionalization also included talk about the functions that law and lawyers served.

In a series of speeches to college literary societies, antebellum jurists and lawyers celebrated the role of lawyers in stopping radical reform, and they told themselves they had a great duty to the public to establish and maintain order. Daniel Lord's 1851 lecture at Yale University, for instance, explored how the training of lawyers and ministers shaped what they taught. The education of lawyers and ministers taught them the dangers of radicalism and they, in turn, educated their audiences:

On the general influence, however, of both the pulpit and the bar on the political interests of society;—their training in learning, the character of their knowledge as derived, historic, traditionary knowledge, and their intellectual habits of life, lifting them above common and vulgar passions, render them as classes eminently conservative. And although both at times have headed revolutions, it has been in favor of some time-honored principle of Religion, Liberty or public Justice. Generally, with the modesty of knowledge, they distrust things untried, they truly but lightly esteem the arrogance of reforming ignorance and stand fast by plain truths and practicable principles. They are bulwarks to the sacredness of social ties, to the weighty sanctions of the civil law, to the inviolability of contracts and to the protection of every civil and social right.

Other lecturers also told of the ways that institutions, such as the legal profession, were inherently conservative. Professor Henry St. George Tucker of the University of Virginia told law students that lawyers are "bred to a love of order; a devotion to settled forms and the supremacy of the law is one of their distinguishing characteristics. The ascertainment of fixed and definite

12. See Miller, supra note 7, at 117-55 (discussing the legal profession's intellectual elegance).
13. Some of the best work exploring the nature of the antebellum legal profession comes from scholars of legal ethics, who seek to understand the nature of law as a profession, with duties to both the public, and to private clients. See, e.g., Paul D. Carrington, The Romance of American Law (July 1, 2002) (unpublished manuscript, on file with author); Russell G. Pearce, Rediscovering the Republican Origins of the Legal Ethic Codes, 6 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 241 (1996); see also Susan D. Carle, Lawyers' Duty to Do Justice: A New Look at the 1908 Canons, 24 LAW & SOC. INQUIRY 1 (1999).
rules of property and principles of Jurisprudence is their hourly occupation.”  

Lawyers learned to oppose radicalism through their training. Those learning the profession “groped among the rubbish of the yearbooks of four centuries ago, for the precious treasure of the law.”  

From that experience, “we cannot fail to trace the antagonizing principle, to the eternal love of change.”  

And in much popular literature, the Whig theme of order predominated over the democratic theme of “justice.” During the Anti-Rent Movement in upstate New York, poor tenant farmers on ninety-nine-year leases staged an uprising, refusing to pay rent unless they had the right to purchase the property they lived on. The New Englander characterized this movement as a “civil war” that is “wildly stalking through her borders, burning the property, and sacrificing the lives of her citizens, while the majesty of the civil law was trampled in the dust.”  

Even when journals acknowledged the need for change, they urged gradual reform. An essay on The Common Law in the North American Review reminded readers that change had to be gradual for, it is not too much to say, the moral impossibility of changing by an act of national volition, or legislation, the established jurisprudence of a people, is as certain as the physical impossibility of changing the great geographical features of the country they inhabit.  

So a dominant theme of the early American legal profession was the use of law as a stabilizing, rather than a radicalizing, force.  

There were, of course, dissenting voices. We see them frequently in the United States Democratic Magazine. So, while many thought the common law was the “perfection of reason,” radical opponents saw it as a burdensome, unfair, uninterpretable labyrinth.  

In an 1841 article on codification, one critic of the common law said:  

In other words, while the Common Law is acknowledged as an authority in our courts, law must fail of attaining the rank and consis-

16  Henry St. George Tucker, Introductory Lecture Delivered by the Professor of Law in the University of Virginia, at the Opening of the Law School 7-8 (Charlottesville, Magruder & Noel 1841).  

17  Id.  

18  Id. at 8.  


tency of a science. "Science," says Sir John Herschel, "is the knowledge of a few, methodically adjusted and arranged so as to become attainable by all." Law is the knowledge of a few—of a very few—so irreconcilable in its principles and so immethodically dispersed, that it can never come into the possession of one-thousandth part of those for whose civil conduct it is intended to be the guide.23

Even antebellum orators sometimes saw the virtues of change; sometimes they even seemed to acknowledge the potential of reform, but even then reform was kept within the tradition of American law.24


24. Joseph R. Ingersoll, An Address Delivered Before the Phi Beta Kappa Society, Alpha of Maine, in Bowdoin College (Brunswick, 1837). Ingersoll’s lecture, which celebrated the democratizing influence of education, was significantly different from most other antebellum college lectures. Where some urged obedience to law, Ingersoll celebrated the cultivation of a love for country and an attachment to the idea of intellectual progress. Ingersoll, a Democratic politician, thought that:

Every one is competent to provide a contribution towards it. In the prodigious improvements of the day, it is matter less of surprise than sorrow, that misdirected exertions should occasionally break forth in lawlessness and mischief. It should be no less the pride than it is the peculiar office of science to counteract these tendencies; and while philosophy presides in the recesses of the schools, she will send forth her winged ministers, with wisdom for their guide, to stay the unruly passions, and substitute for their indulgence an honest pride in the glory of the republic, a warm attachment to its institutions and an ardent zeal in the support, defense and perpetuation of them.

Id. at 23. Ingersoll credited the scientific ideal with intellectual and moral progress:

Why is each onward step but an initiate or progressive movement in a swift career, in which positions reached are only fresh starting points for farther and loftier attempts? It is because science is emphatically the parent of the improvements of the day. Whatever other errors may be incident, and perhaps peculiar, to the period in which we live, false philosophy and empiricism, to any considerable extent, are not among them. The crucible of the chemist is no longer filled with strange combinations of matter, with a view to detect the philosopher’s stone among the lurking secrets of nature. The observatory of the astronomer is not vexed
What is important, then, about these articles is the way that they recover an important alternative tradition of radicalism—or at least reform—among American lawyers. Steven Lubet’s article is located in one of the times of greatest social change in American history: when the movement to abolish slavery was gathering momentum. He deals with the question: How can abolitionist lawyers make use of pro-slavery law? In fact, we learn through the prism of the Oberlin rescuers that pro-slavery law provided little opportunity for abolitionists accused of aiding fugitives to escape in violation of the criminal provision of the Fugitive Slave Act. As a consequence, abolitionist lawyers developed a strategy of civil disobedience. In addition to making as strong a case as possible using traditional criminal defenses, the attorneys for Rufus Spalding and Horace Bushnell appealed to jurors’ sentiments about the immorality of the Fugitive Slave Act. Sometimes that argument was restrained—it provided merely a means of narrowly interpreting the “odious act.”25 At other times, the defense impugned the morality of the Act, or asked the jurors to consider how their children might be enslaved,26 and that the Act itself was not moral and, hence, the actions were not those of a criminal.27

Yet those arguments, though morally moving, could not carry the jurors. Lubet aims at uncovering the history of radical lawyers. However, one important lesson is that the law of slavery constrained even abolitionist judges, for on appeal to the Ohio Supreme Court an abolitionist judge upheld the convictions. Chief Justice Joseph Swan wrote that he was “under [his] solemn oath as a judge, bound to sustain the supremacy of the Constitution and the law.”28 Lubet’s moving story reminds us of the power that law has to bind a person’s conscience. That is a powerful theme and it attracted the attention of Harriet Beecher Stowe in her 1856 novel Dred: A Tale of the Great Dismal Swamp,29 Herman Melville in Billy Budd,30 and Robert Cover in his 1975 study Justice Accused.31 In each of those cases,

with horoscopes to mark the fancied destiny of men or nations. Alchemy [sic] and astrology, not less than witchcraft and necromancy, are explored arts. Even “the eye of childhood” does not fear “a painted devil.” The classic age of polished Athens abounded with spells, and incantations, and magic in its various delusive forms. But the delusion has every where worn away, and the decree of the lawgiver has ceased, practically at least, to aim its vengeful shafts against these mysterious and not always harmless practices of the cunning upon the unwise.

Id. at 27-28.
26. Id. at 806.
27. Id. at 817-19.
28. Id. at 827 (quoting NAT BRANDT, THE TOWN THAT STARTED THE CIVIL WAR 212 (1990)).
30. HERMAN MELVILLE, BILLY BUDD (Raymond Weaver, ed. 1924).
the conservative force of law showed its power to bind the consciences of humane actors.

Lubet also reminds us that there is a tradition in American literature of
celebrating those who break the law. This is explored by John Steinbeck in
_The Grapes of Wrath_.

When Grandpa Joad died on the way to California, the Joads worried that the law would not permit them to bury him. Steinbeck writes:

> “Sometimes the law can’t be foller’d no way,” said Pa. “Not in
decency, anyways. They’s a lots a times you can’t. When Floyd was
loose an’ goin’ wild, law said we got to give him up—an’ nobody
give him up. Sometimes a fella got to sift the law. I’m sayin’ now I
got the right to bury my own pa. Anybody got somepin to say?”

> The preacher rose high on his elbow. “Law changes,” he said,
> “but ‘got to’s’ go on. You got the right to do what you got to do.”

***

Christopher Bracey’s brilliant, suggestive article analogizes judges who remake law to jazz musicians. They are “training”—riffing the law to make it new. It is a wonderfully suggestive essay, which picks up on important scholarship by John Calmore and the tragically unfinished work by Kellis Parker. But here I wonder whether the analogy should be drawn in the way that Bracey does. Bracey provides an eloquent defense of the expansion of antisuubordination principles in judging. He uses jazz as a metaphor for what Americans do—as a supremely American form of thought. For Bracey, free
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33. Id. at 357.


35. Parker left uncompleted a book, _Jazz: The Law the Slaves Made_. His basic thesis was that jazz was an antidote to law, sort of an “anti-law.” That is remarkably similar to Ralph Ellison’s vision in _Juneteenth_, where jazz society was an alternative to the corrupt “law” of Senator Sunraider’s white society. Ralph Ellison, _Juneteenth_ (John F. Callahan ed., 1999) [hereinafter JUNETEENTH]; see also Arthur G. LeFrancois, _Our Chosen Frequency: Norms, Race, and Transcendence in Ralph Ellison’s_ Cadillac Flambé, 26 Okla. City U. L. Rev. 1021, 1021 n.2, 1022 (2001). Ellison set up the jazz-musician-turned-minister, Alonzo Hickman, who raises the child of a white woman who became pregnant and then accused Hickman’s brother of rape. His brother was lynched for the crime—and yet . . . Hickman takes in the boy and raises him in hopes that the boy will “share the forgiveness” that African-Americans’ lives “taught [them] to squeeze from it.” JUNETEENTH, supra, at 308. Jazz society is an alternative to the segregation imposed by Jim Crow law and the norms of segregation enforced by lynching.
jazz is analogous to civil rights judging: both are concerned with freedom and realization of human potential. Along those lines, one could also refer to Ralph Waldo Emerson’s *American Scholar* address, which urged Americans to break free from the past.\(^{36}\) Emerson’s *American Scholar* bears a pretty close resemblance to the antebellum judges who tested precedent against reason.\(^{37}\) In a later period, perhaps *Brown* and jazz (and modern social science and religion) derive from a common reservoir of thought.

But which way are the arrows of influence pointing? Did jazz musicians author *Brown*?\(^{38}\) Bracey explores the connections between jazz and progressive judging through the agency of Ornette Coleman. He locates three key principles in Coleman’s work: freedom, improvisation and reimagination, and courage. Then Bracey finds these elements in critical civil rights decisions, like *Brown*.\(^{39}\) Bracey’s principles call into question critical aspects of how we have viewed the Warren Court’s approach to civil liberties.

Jazz is celebrated precisely because it is innovative; what makes common law changes acceptable is that they are gradual, almost imperceptible. As the *North American Review* recognized in 1827, excessive weight to precedent is harmful; yet, change must often be gradual in order to be accepted:

> This excessive veneration for authority binds one age in the chains of another; it tends to preclude improvement. The very idea of improvement is to discover and put in use something better than what has hitherto been known, whereas, the principle upon which the law is administered is to repress all innovation, and to ascertain and declare precisely, what our ancestors would have declared in a similar case. This is reversing the proper and natural order of things. The world, as it grows older, in the ordinary course grows wiser, and ought to put away as childish, some things which are fast passing from the ancient and venerable, to the absurd and ridiculous.

---


37. *Id.* at 53.


Society has grown and spread in every direction, and the garments of her youth would but serve as ligatures to repress and distort the growth of her riper years.\textsuperscript{40}

Were the Warren Court's decisions acceptable because they were innovative and kept up with the times—or because they molded contemporary attitudes with precedent?\textsuperscript{41} At a high level of generality, the connectedness of jazz to democracy and law to democracy suggest that successful judges are good analogs. Moreover, as Ralph Ellison stated in his tribute to Charlie Christian, \textit{Remembering Jimmy}, jazz suggests the possibilities of rising above discrimination:

For Jimmy Rushing was not simply a local entertainer; he expressed a value, an attitude about the world for which our lives afforded no other definition. We had a Negro church and a segregated school, a few lodges and fraternal organizations, and beyond these there was all the great white world. . . . [O]ur system of justice was based upon Texas law; yet there was an optimism within the Negro community and a sense of possibility which, despite our awareness of limitation (dramatized so brutally in the Tulsa riot of 1921), transcended all of this. . . . \textsuperscript{42}

When Ellison wrote about jazz, he saw it as an alternative world from white law. "Jazz and the blues did not fit into the scheme of things as spelled out by our two main institutions, the church and the school. . . ."\textsuperscript{43} Jazz may be the analogy that helps us break free from outmoded ways of thinking.\textsuperscript{44}

Timothy Terrell looks at the problem of lawyers' defense of civil disobedience through the lens of professional responsibility. Terrell analyzes recent examples of lawyers' duties to people other than their clients—a theme we hear about periodically. The nature of those duties shapes lawyers' behavior: Do we allow zealous representation of business, or impose restrictions on representation in favor of the community of consumers?\textsuperscript{45} Terrell advances strong arguments to business clients and community against allowing lawyers to breach ethical duties in favor of more transcendent courses.

Judge U.W. Clemon and Professor Bryan Fair address the lessons we can learn from two civil rights leaders working a century apart: John Brown

\textsuperscript{40} Sampson, supra note 20, at 420; see also John Fabian Witt, \textit{Speedy Fred Taylor and the Ironies of Enterprise Liability}, 103 COLUM. L. REV. 1 (2003) (discussing some ways that common law doctrine evolves).


\textsuperscript{43} Id. at 275.


\textsuperscript{45} See Jerold Auerbach, \textit{Unequal Justice: Lawyers and Social Change in Modern America} (1975) (discussing the 1908 Canons of Ethics and the conflicting ideas about lawyers' duties).
and Thurgood Marshall. Brown, best known for his martyrdom to the cause of abolition, illustrates the way that law failed in the antebellum era. Abolitionists were left, or so they thought, with no alternative to violence. As such, John Brown presents a critical problem for those of us concerned with the rule of law: How should one behave when law and the democratic process abandon the idea of justice? Legal scholars frequently address that problem through case studies of the Fugitive Slave Act of 1850. But Clemon and Fair remind us that there were greater conflicts, those skirmishes between the law of slavery and violence that might end it. It is tempting to bring Brown into apotheosis; however, it is also dangerous for lawyers to revere too much those who retreat to the violence that is at war with the idea of the rule of law.

John Brown's retreat to violence stands in contrast with Thurgood Marshall. The contrast between the two illustrates the differences in the Civil Rights Movements of the 1850s and the 1950s. Marshall's intellect accomplished much that Brown's guns could not. Marshall appears as someone who should receive apotheosis, as well—indeed, much more than John Brown—because he placed faith in the law. That faith was rewarded and, as Clemon and Fair point out, holds out the promise of more rewards in the future. It is reminiscent of many other figures in American history who placed faith in law. One thinks of Roscoe Dunjee, editor of the Oklahoma City Black Dispatch, whose editorials urged sit-ins in the 1930s. Dunjee placed his faith in the Constitution and Declaration of Independence. He saw something in them that might bind together the United States, even as their promises of equality were—through the corrosion of racism—being contorted beyond recognition. In the 1910s and 1920s, when Dunjee was first urging faith in law, others in the African-American community impugned his masculinity. Yet he persisted; in the 1930s he recruited Thurgood Marshall to defend a young man charged with capital murder in Oklahoma and in the 1940s he helped force the integration of The University of Oklahoma College of Law. Within his lifetime what had once been inconceivable even as a practical joke came to pass. There were, of course, in-

46. See, e.g., COVER, supra note 31; Brophy, supra note 29 (discussing conflicting views of duty to law and humanity surrounding enforcement of Fugitive Slave Act). Most lawyers at the time urged support for the law over individuals' conscience. Judging by the Phi Beta Kappa orations delivered at Brown, Yale, and Harvard in the wake of the Act, considerations of humanity held little weight against claims of legal duty. See WILLIAM GREENE, SOME DIFFICULTIES IN THE ADMINISTRATION OF A FREE GOVERNMENT (Providence, John F. Moore 1831), reprinted in Alfred L. Brophy, The Rule of Law in Antebellum College Literary Addresses: The Case of William Greene, 31 CUMB. L. REV. 231, 261 (2001); LORD, supra note 15; TIMOTHY J. WALKER, THE REFORM SPIRIT OF THE DAY (Cambridge, James Munroe & Co. 1850).
47. See ELLISON, Roscoe Dunjee and the American Language, in COLLECTED ESSAYS, supra note 9, 449, 454.
48. Id.
49. Id.; Misguided Oklahoma Patriots, TULSA STAR, Sept. 4, 1920, at 4.
51. Id. at 129.
stances in which the constitutional dream did not meet reality. There is, as Dunjee’s protégé Ralph Ellison told us in Invisible Man, “The Great Constitutional Dream Book.” And Dunjee’s editorials helped us read that book.

Brian Landsberg provides a micro-history of voting rights litigation in Sumter County, Alabama, in the early 1960s. He focuses on the litigation strategy of the Civil Rights Division of the Justice Department and provides an optimistic story of how lawyers compelled state officials to register African-American voters. Landsberg focuses on the voting rights litigation in the years leading up to Voting Rights Act of 1965 and he demonstrates how that litigation fed into the Act. In essence, Landsberg recovers the context that led to the Act but he also shows how lawyers struggled to protect voting rights while simultaneously laying the foundation for later Congressional action. Landsberg contributes to our understanding of the processes of legal change. Through meticulous work, Civil Rights Division lawyers created a detailed picture of the illegal behavior of Alabama state officials. That picture led to both injunctive and legislative relief. One might compare Lubet’s abolitionist lawyers and Landberg’s civil rights lawyers in the amount of change that lawyers can bring about.

Jennifer Levison provides yet another case study—this time of an individual legal advocate: Elizabeth Parsons Ware Packard. Packard’s advocacy stemmed from her incarceration in a mental institution. Her biography illustrates the connections between religious and legal thought—and the ways that her involuntary confinement in an institution led first to a lawsuit and then, later, to her advocacy for reform of confinement procedures. She extended that advocacy to protect women’s property and child custody rights. Levison’s careful reading of the evidence reveals that confinement for mental illness frequently was really due to the ill will of domineering husbands. For, as Packard understood, “the subjection of the wife was the cure the husband was seeking to effect under the specious place of insanity.” Levison is able to show us how Packard employed the pen as a ploughshare to cultivate legal change. Packard’s able written advocacy brought the law more into keeping with justice.


53. RALPH ELLISON, INVISIBLE MAN 280 (Vintage Int’l 1952). As the Invisible Man said, Yes, these old folks had a dream book, but the pages went blank and it failed to give them the number. It was called the Seeing Eye, The Great Constitutional Dream Book, The Secrets of Africa, The Wisdom of Egypt—but the eye was blind, it lost its luster. . . . All we have is the Bible and this Law here rules that out. So where do we go?

Id. at 279-80.


Even as twenty-first century scholars challenge the boundaries of legal thought, there are certainly important limitations on judges’ innovation, and consequently even on what we can expect in terms of change from the legal system. Together this Symposium suggests the boundaries of those changes and the outer limits of lawyers’ roles in civil disobedience.

---
